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RBHOO has done many projects to benefit Homeowners since its founding in 2003.  This is just a partial 

listing and does not cover those listed elsewhere in the website: 

Initiated sewer review and identified design concerns that are part of ARC review for building.  Identified 

sewer contractors trained in Rarity Bay system whne sewer insurance no longer offered by CAI.  

Identified causes of pin-hole leaks in copper piped home plumbing systems, hired a consulting firm to 

analyze the water chemistry, and worked with local water companies to make changes to water chemistry 

based on test results.   

Initiated discussions and planning for First Responder program in Rarity Bay.   RBFR is now an 

independent organization in Rarity Bay. 

Painted Community Activity Center after it came under CAI ownership. 

Donated art hanging system for CAC gallery. 

Funded flooring in the fireplace room at the CAC as part of larger CAI project. 

Donated large folding tables, 92 chairs and 2 chair racks to CAC. 

Donated and installed wall mounted projection screen at CAC. 

Purchased, and makes available to community groups, a projector for computer presentations and a 

portable sound system. 

Beginning in 2006, had joint CAI/RBHOO Board meetings to plan for transition.    Transition timeframe 

was shortened unexpectedly in 2012 related to developer replacement but much of plan was utilized as the 

CAI moved forward.  RBHOO continues to participate as appropriate. 

Monthly RBHOO Spotlight column in “Life At The Bay” magazine deals with areas of interest to 

members/homeowners. 

Developed and presented several Meet the Candidates events, both for CAI elections and for local/state 

races. 

Reverse 911 call system information, testing and follow-up with local 911 call center. 

Poison control stickers etc. to members 

Participates in TDOT Yellow Dot program to identify medical info in members’ cars in case of accident. 

Luncheon for all Rarity Bay grounds crews each Fall , begun in 2011. 
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Identified odors from boat plants to be styrene and determined they did not post health hazard. 


